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Abstract 

Dahlhaus, E. and M. Karpinski, An efficient parallel algorithm for the minimal elimination ordering 

(MEO) of an arbitrary graph, Theoretical Computer Science 134 (1994) 493-528. 

We design the first efficient parallel algorithm for computing the minimal elimination ordering 

(MEO) of an arbitrary graph. 

The algorithm works in O(log’n) parallel time and O(nm) processors on CREW PRAM, for an 

n-vertex, m-edge graph, and is optimal up to a polylogarithmic factor with respect to the best 

sequential algorithm of Rose, et al. (1976). 

The ME0 problem for arbitrary graphs arises in a number of combinatorial optimization 

problems, as well as in database applications, scheduling problems, and the sparse Gaussian 

elimination on symmetric matrices. It was believed before to be inherently sequential, and strongly 

resisting sublinear parallel time (sublinear sequential storage) algorithms. 

As an application, this paper gives the first efficient parallel solutions to the problem of minimal 
fill-in for arbitrary graphs and connected combinatorial optimization problems (see e.g. Rose et al., 

1976; Tarjan, 1985), and to the problem of the Gaussian elimination of sparse symmetric matrices 
(Rose, 1970, 1973) (The problem of computing a minimum JilLin is known to be NP-complete 
(Yannakakis, 1981). 

The method of solution involves a development of new techniques for solving connected minimal 

set system problem, and combining it with some new divide-and-conquer methods. 
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0. Introduction 

The theory of elimination orderings is used in a number of combinatorial optimiza- 

tion and database applications, as well as in scheduling and general divide-and- 

conquer techniques [31,35]. Elimination orderings also arise in Gaussian elimination 

on sparse symmetric matrices [31,32]. 

The minimal elimination problem (MEO) for arbitrary graphs (cf. [31,32,35,8,28] 

is the following. 

Let G = ( V, E) be any graph and < be an ordering on V given as an enumeration of 

I’. Define E ( to be the chordal extension of G related to <, i.e. the minimal extension 

E’ofEsuchthatifx<y,x<zandxy,thenxz~E’impliesyz~E’.ThesetF,=E,\Eis 

called the Jill-in of < [35]. 

The problem is to compute, for any given graph G = ( V, E), an ordering < on 

V such that E, is (inclusion) minimal. We call such an ordering a minimal elimination 

ordering (MEO) of G [32,35]. An ME0 algorithm is an algorithm computing, for an 

arbitrary input graph G = ( V, E ), an ordering on V such that E < is (inclusion) minimal. 

See Algorithm 1. 

Note that 

F,={uw~u#w,vw$E,3p a path p=v1v2 . ..vk in G such that ol=u, uk=w, 

and vi<min{u,w} for i=2, . . . ,k- l}. 

In the case the ordering < satisfies E = E <, ( V, E) is chordal and the ordering < is 

called a perfect elimination ordering (PEO). 

It is known that the computation of a minimum (cardinality) chordal extension or 

minimum cardinality fill-in is NP-complete [39]. Rose et al. [32] have relativized this 

problem to the computation of an ME0 E, o f a given graph. Their sequential 

algorithm works in O(nm) time and O(n+m) storage [32]. 

There are efficient parallel algorithms to recognize chordal graphs and to compute 

the perfect elimination ordering for chordal graphs [14,27,6,7,25]. 

In this paper we give a parallel solution to the ME0 problem by designing an 

algorithm computing an ME0 for any given graph which works in 0(log3 n) parallel 

time and O(nm) processors on a CRCW PRAM. 

The ME0 algorithm of this paper directly entails recent results on existence of 

NC-algorithms for Clique Separator Decomposition [9,8,1 l] and for the first time 

ME0 Algorithm (I/O) 

INPUT: A graph G=(V,E). 

OUTPUT: An ordering < on V such that E, is inclusion minimal. 

Algorithm 1. 
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provides a parallel technique of computing the minimal fill-in (cf. [35]) for arbitrary 

graphs, and combining our algorithm with the Cholesky factorization algorithm of 

Gilbert and Hafsteinsson [19], an efficient parallel algorithm for the Gaussian 

elimination on sparse symmetric matrices (Cf. 31). 

The paper is organized as follows. 

In Section 1, the notational and fundamental concepts of this paper are introduced. 

Section 2 describes the global strategy which is a divide-and-conquer strategy. 

Section 3 presents the simple case of a graph G being the disjoint union of two 

cliques C1 and CZ. In this case the problem is equivalent to the following set system 

problem: 

Given a set I/ and a set S of subsets of V, compute an ordering (S 1 < -++ < S,) of 

S such that for i= 1 ,...,II,Si\Uj<iSj is inclusion minimal in {S,\Uj<iSj(k$i}. 

In Section 4 we complete the algorithm using the special case of Section 3. 

1. Basic concepts and notations 

Throughout the whole paper, graphs are undirected, without loops and multiple 

edges. 

A graph G = ( V, E) consists of a vertex set V and an edge set E. The edge joining 

x and y is denoted by xy. 

Define N(x):=N,(x)={x}u{y(xy~E} as the neighborhood of the vertex x in 

G (including x). For M E V, define also N(M):=N,(M)=UxPMN(x). 

The subgraph of G induced by a subset v’ of the vertex set V of G is denoted by 

G ( v’. Generally we call an edge-preserving subgraph an induced subgraph. 

A connected subset of G is a subset I” of its vertex set such that G ) v’ is connected. 

An inclusion maximal connected subset is called a connected component. 

A spanning tree of the connected graph G = ( V, E) is a tree T with vertex set V and 

an edge set E’ E E. 

A spanning forest of any graph consists of spanning tress for its connected compo- 

nents. 

Given a set A, we define #A to be the cardinality of A. 

The computation models are the concurrent-read concurrent-write parallel random 

access machine (CRCW-PRAM) and the concurrent read exclusive write parallel 

random access machine (CREW-PRAM) (cf. e.g. [15,5,23] ). Note that each CREW- 

PRAM working in T time using P processors is also a CRCW-PRAM working in the 

same time bounds. Vice versa, a CRCW-PRAM working in T time using P processors 

can be simulated by a CREW-PRAM in time 0( Tlog P) using O(P) processors. For 

example, a CRCW-PRAM, working in O(log n) time using O(n +m) processors can 

be simulated by a CREW-PRAM working in O(log’ n) time using O(n +m) proces- 

sors. 

We assume that each arithmetic operation needs one time unit and one processor 

unit. 
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In general, n is the number of vertices of G=( V, E), and m is the number of edges. 

We assume that the reader is familiar with the following results in parallel computation. 

Theorem 1 (i) (see Shiloachand Vishkin [34]). The connected components and a spann- 

ing tree of any graph can be computed in O(log n) CRC W-time and O(n + m) processors 

and therefore in 0(log2 n) CREW-time using O(n+m) processors. 

(ii) (see Cole [4]) n numbers can be sorted in O(logn) CREW-time and O(n) 

processors. 

Let T=(V,,E,) be a tree with a root r. We can define the unique direction 

T=( VT, A,) or (y, x) of any edge xy of T to the root r. If (x, y)~,4,, then x is a child of 

y and y is the parent of x. For each vertex x of T let {y;, . . . , y&,} be the set of its 

children. The edge yfx is labelled by i, l(y;x) = i. 

Let P, := (ei . eP) be the sequence of the edges of the unique path from r to x (that 

means e, = ry,, e,=y+ix). Then I*(x):=(l(e,),...,I(e,)). 

The preorder < is defined as follows: 

For x,y~ r/r,x < y iff I*(x) is a subsequence of I*(y) or l*(x) is lexicographically 

smaller than l*(y). 

Theorem 2. (see e.g. Tarjan and Vishkin [36]). A preorder can be computed in O(log n) 

CREW-time and O(n) processors. For a tree T and a “root” rE V, an ordering 

(numbering) suck that each initial segment induces a subtree containing r can be 

computed in O(log n) CREW-time and by O(n) processors. 

A graph is called chordal iff it has no induced cycle of length > 3 (each cycle of 

length > 3 has an edge joining nonconsecutive vertices). 

For a tree T and a collection S of subtrees of T the vertex intersection graph of T and 

9 is defined as follows: 

(i) The vertex set is Y. 

(ii) Si, S2~Y are joined by an edge iff they have a common vertex of T. 

Chordal graphs can be characterized as follows (cf. [17,35]). 

Theorem 3. The following statements are equivalent: 

(i) G = ( V, E) is chordal. 

(ii) G = ( V, E) has a perfect elimination ordering < , i.e. if x < y, x <: z and xy, xz E E, 

then yz~E. 

(iii) G = ( V, E) is the vertex intersection graph [17,2] ofa collection ,4pG of subtrees of 

some tree T. That means 9, is of the form (S,: VE V> and, for vertices v, WE V, VWEE ijf 

S, and S, have at least one common vertex of T. We call (T, 9’o) a subtree representa- 

tion of G. 

Remark. It is easily seen that the number of maximal cliques of a chordal graph is 

bounded by n= # V. 
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Suppose that G is the vertex intersection graph of the collection .4pG of subtrees of T. 

For OEV let S, be the corresponding subtree in L7”G. For teV, let c, be the set 

{SELP’, 1 tESj. We may assume that the maximal cliques of G are exactly the sets 

?,:={vIS,EC,} [16,2]. 

Klein proved the following result [2.5]: 

Theorem 4. There is a parallel algorithm for computing for each chordal graph 

G a perfect elimination ordering and the subtree representation (To,Yo) in time 
O(log* n) and O(n+m) processors on a CRC W-PRAM. 

Consider any ordering < on the vertex set V’ of the graph G =( I’, E). Then the 

chordal extension E < of G and < is the smallest extension of E such that < is a perfect 

elimination ordering, i.e. F < is the smallest set F such that 

(1) EsFand 

(2) if xy~F, xz~F, x<y, and x<z, then yz~F. 

Theorem 5 (Yannakakis [39]). The computation of an ordering < such that its chordal 

extension is minimal by cardinality, is NP-complete. 

In contrast, Rose et al. [32] proved the following theorem. 

Theorem 6. For any graph G = ( V, E), an ordering < can be computed in sequential time 

of O(nm) such that F, is minimal by inclusion. 

Definition 1. An ordering < on the vertex set V of a graph G=( V, E) is called 

a minimal elimination ordering (MEO) if there is no ordering < ’ such that F < I 5 F < 

(F < is minimal with respect to inclusion). 

Obviously an ME0 is an ordering < such that its chordal extension is an inclusion 

minimal extension of G to a chordal graph. 

An ME0 can also be characterized as follows. 

Lemma 1 (Roseet al. [32]). < isan ME0 of (V,E)i&for alleEF,\E,(V,F,\{e}) 

has an induced cycle offour vertices (and edges). 

This result is essential in the whole paper. 

2. The global strategy 

We introduce the notion of an endsegment of an MEO. 
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A subset V, of the vertex set V of a graph G is called an endsegment of an ME0 iff 

there is a minimal elimination ordering < for G and a vertex VE V, such that 

V,={w~Vlv=w or v<w}. 

First, in a similar way as in the procedure NONE in Klein’s perfect elimination 

ordering (PEO) algorithm [25], we shall compute an endsegment VO c V. 
(1) We add new edges to G I V. which are necessarily in the fill of each ordering, 

having V, as endsegment, i.e. those pairs xy of vertices of V, which are adjacent to the 

same connected component of Gl( V\ V,). We denote the resulting extension of GI V0 

by G,=( V,,E,). This will be done by the procedure ENDSEGMENT. 

(2) We consider the connected components VI, . . . , Vk of Gl( V\V,). We compute 

recursively in parallel MEOs and their corresponding chordal extensions for 

GI =GI VI, . . ..Gk=GIVk. and for Go. 

(3) Using the MEOs for Go, . . . , Gk and their corresponding chordal extensions, we 

compute an ME0 for G and its corresponding chordal extension. 

The key for the computation of Go is the following result. 

Theorem 7. Let G = ( V, E) and VO be a subset of V. Let K be a connected component of 
GI( V\V,). Let x,ye V,, x’,y’~ V$, and xx’, yy’~E. Then xy belongs to the chordal 
extension of any ordering <, having VO as an endsegment. 

Proof. We use the following result in [35]: 

Lemma 2. Given an arbitrary graph G = ( V, E) and an ordering < on V, thejll-in F < of 
G under ordering < is the set of edges defined as follows (cf [35]): 

F,={vw~v#w,vw$E,3papathp=v,v,...v,in Gsuch that vl=v,vk=w, 

and ui<min(v,w) for i=2, . . . . k-l}. 

Consider x and y, x’ and y’, and VO as stated in the theorem. Then there is a path from 

x’ to y’ in G, using only vertices in q V,. Consider any ordering < , having V, as an 

endsegment. Then all these vertices of the path are smaller than x and y. Since xx’ and 

yy’ are in E, we can add x at the beginning and y at the end of this path. All vertices 

different from x and y are smaller than x and y. Therefore there is a path from x to 

y such that all vertices different from x and y are smaller than x and y. 0 

We determine G,, from V, as follows: 

(1) For any connected component K of G I( V’j V,), we determine the neighborhood 

of vi in I/,(N(V,)n V,). 
(2) We set xye_& iff x and y are in V, and xy~E or x, yeN( vi) for some connected 

component f$ of Gl( V\ VO), i.e. N( f$)n V, is made complete. 

A remark to step (2). To guarantee a logarithmic recursion depth, Go has to be 

complete or the size of V, may not exceed 3 # V. Moreover, all connected 
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components Vi of G(( v\VO) must have a size at most $ # V. In the case that Go is 

complete, we can order V, in any way. 

A remark to step (3). The idea of step (3) is to compute an ME0 <i for each graph Gi 

consisting of the vertex set c = 6 u (N( vi) n VO) and of the edge set Eli = {xy 1 x, ye 6 

and (xy~E or x,yeN( vi))}. N( K)n V ,, is an endsegment of < i for each i. This will be 

done with the help of an ME0 for Gi = G 1 vi. Let < 0 be an ME0 for G,,. Then < is set 

to be the concatenation of all <i 1 vi and < ,, at last. To guarantee that < is really an 

ME0 independently which orderings ci are chosen, we introduce the notion of 

a good endsegment. 

Definition 2. Let V0 be an endsegment of an ME0 and Vi, . . . , V, be the connected 

components of GI( V\ V,). Let ~i=( c, pi) and Go be defined as above. Then V, is 

a good endsegment iff, for all MEOs < i for I with N( vi) n V# as an end segment and 

each ME0 < ,, on Go, the concatenation of < 1 1 VI,. . . , -ckj Vk, and < ,, at last is an 

MEO. 

In the rest of this section we consider the problem how to compute such a a set VO. 

Note that in Klein’s PEO-algorithm, the fact is used that the neighborhood of 

a connected subset of a chordal graph is an endsegment of a PEO. An analogous 

result for MEOs is the following. 

Theorem 8. Let M be a connected subset of V. Then N(M) is a good endsegment. 

Proof. Let V, = N(M) and VI . . . & be the connected components of V\ N(M). Let 

Zi::=N(K)nN(M) for i=l,...,k. 

Let fi := x u ci and let G, := ( V,, E,) where E, arises from E by completing all ci. Let 

Gi :=( c, E^i) where E^i arises from E restricted to 6 by completing ci. Let (6, Ei) and 

(V,, EL) be inclusion minimal chordal extensions of ( 6, pi) and ( VO, E,) resp. 

Claim 1. G” :=( V, EL u UiE:) is a minimal chordal extension. 

Proof of Claim 1. First we show that G’ is chordal. Consider any cycle C of G’. As long 

as C is only in one Vi, it has a chord or is of length three, because, by construction, 

G’I 6 is chordal. Suppose C passes more than one vi. If C passes K and some other Vj, 
then it must pass N( vi) n V,. Suppose C passes only v and N( K)n VO. Then it has 

a chord or is of length three, because G’l( K u(N( F$)n VO)) is chordal by construction. 

Suppose now that C leaves also N( F$)n VO. Then it must also return via N( K)n V,. 
Therefore at least two vertices of C are in N( K)n VO. These two vertices are a chord 

in G’. 

To prove that G’ is a minimal chordal extension of G, we have only to show that 

each edge xy~Ei\E, x,y~Ci forms an induced cycle after its deletion. Since x,y are 
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adjacent to the same connected component 5, one finds a path x, y, . . . y,, y such that 

yic vi. This forms a cycle in G’. Since G’ is chordal, there is a yi which is adjacent to 

x and y in G’. Since x, YEN(M) and M is connected, one finds a path xm, . . . mly such 

that all m,EM. Since also xm, . . . y forms a cycle and G’ is chordal, one finds an mj 

which is adjacent to x and y. 

By the construction of G’ (Viri, x, mj, y, Vi) forms an induced cycle of length four after 

the deletion of xy. This completes the proof of Claim 1. 0 

We complete the proof of Theorem 8: Let ci be MEOs for Gi and < 0 be an ME0 

for Go. Moreover, for each i = 1, . . . , k let N ( vi) n V, be an endsegment of < i. Since the 

sets N ( 6) n V, are complete in c^i) we can order N ( vi) n V. in any way, and each < i 

remains an MEO. Let for each i=O, . . . , k let Fi be the corresponding chordal 

extension of <i. By the claim, the union E’ of all Fi is a minimal chordal extension 

of G. 

Let < be the concatenation of < 1, . . . , ck, and at last < ,, . Then < is a PEO for 

G’=( V, E’) and therefore an MEO. 

Suppose xy and xz are in E’ and x < y and x < z. If XE VO, then also y and z are in IfO, 

andx<oy,z.Ifx~-,theny,z~:u(N(Vi)nV,)Supposex<y<z.Ifz~Vi,theny~l/i, 

because V0 is an endsegment of <. Then x < iy <iz and yzEFi c E’, because <i is 

a PEO for Fi. Suppose YE Vi, but ZE VO. Then still y <iz, because N( Vi)n V,, is an 

endsegment of <i. By the same argument as in the case that y and z are in vi, yzs E’. 

Suppose YE VO. Then also ZE V,, because V, is an endsegment of < . That means y and 

z are both in the complete set N( vi)n V, and therefore joined by an edge in E’. This 

completes the proof of the theorem. 

The previous theorem will be used in the low degree refinement part of the 

ENDSEGMENT procedure, i.e. if there is a large connected subset of low degree 

vertices. 

For the high degree refinement part of the ENDSEGMENT procedure, the follow- 

ing result is useful. 

Theorem 9. Let G = (V, E) be any graph and XE V. Let W be a connected component of 

Gl(V\N(W)). Then (x)u(N(x)nN(W)) is a good endsegment. 

Proof. By previous theorem, N(x) is a good endsegment. By Theorem 7, N(x)n N( W) 

is complete in any chordal extension of an ordering, having N(x) as an endsegment. 

Moreover, N(x)n N( W) is also complete in any chordal extension of an ordering, 

having V,={x}u(N(x)nN(W)) as an endsegment. Consider the connected compo- 

nents V1, . . . , V, of G (( V\ V,). Then one of the Vi is W. As in the previous theorem we 

fix MEOs <i on the graphs Gi which arise from GI( l$u(N( h)n V,)) by making 

V, n N( Vi) complete. As in the previous theorem, we also concatenate all <i ( K and at 

last any ordering co on V, to an ordering <. Now V, is made complete only by 

making V,n N( W)= N(x)n N( W) complete. When we restrict < to V,u W, V, is 
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a good endsegment of G I( I’,, u W), because it is the neighborhood of X. Since all other 

I$ have neighbors only in V0 and V, is made complete by W alone, the removal of any 

fill-in edge in I’,, i.e. of any edge that appears in the chordal extension but not in the 

original graph, induces a chordless cycle of length four. All other fill-in edges not in E, 

are fill-in edges of some Gi which are also nonedges in G^i. 0 

Now we are able to compute a set V, in parallel which is a good endsegment. 

We compute the set D1 of sparse vertices and the set D2 of “dense” vertices. Here 

“sparse” means that the degree is at most 3 of the number n of vertices. A vertex is 

“dense” iff it is not sparse. 

In the case that there are two nonadjacent dense vertices x and y, their common 

neighborhood N(x)niV(y) is at least 3 of the number of vertices of the whole graph 

G = ( V, E). Let W be the connected component of G I ( V\N(x)), y belongs to. Then V0 

is set to be {x)u(N(x)nN( W)). 
Now we consider the case that the set of dense vertices is complete. Trivially the set 

Dz of dense vertices can be taken as an endsegment of an MEO. In the case that all 

connected components of GIV,D2 have a cardinality of at most 3 of the number of 

vertices, we are done and set V0 = D2. Otherwise we consider the connected compon- 

ent C1 of sparse vertices whose size is greater than 5 of the number of vertices of the 

whole graph. We can compute on this connected component C, a spanning tree TI . 

As a root we choose a sparse vertex r of maximal degree. If the degree of r is between f 

and f of the number of vertices of the whole graph, then we are done, since we only 

have to take the neighborhood of r as an endsegment. This is a good endsegment by 

Theorem 8. 

It remains the case that the degrees of all sparse vertices of C1 are less than 3 of the 

number of vertices. But then we can compute an enumeration (ui, . . . , up) of the 

sparse connected component C1 such that each initial segment (ui, . . . , ol) is a subtree 

of the above spanning tree T1. Since all neighborhoods N(Ui) are less than 3 of the 

number of vertices and the size of Cr is greater than 3 of the number of vertices, we find 

an initial segment { ui , . . . , vl} such that the size of its neighborhood lies between 3 and 

3 of the number of vertices of the whole graph. It also is a good endsegment by 

Theorem 8. 

The computation of a good endsegment satisfying above requirements consists of 

the computation of connected components and spanning trees, neighborhoods of 

initial segments, and of common neighborhoods. Therefore we get the same time and 

processor bound as in the procedure NONE of the perfect elimination algorithm of 

Klein [24]. 

Theorem 10. For any graph G = ( V, E), we can compute a good endsegment VO, such 
that # V, < 3 # V or V, is complete in each chordal extension of an ordering, having V, 
as an endsegment, and, for each connected component C of V\ V,, # C <3 # V, in 
CREW-time 0(log2 n) and 0(n+m),<O(n2) processors. 
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How to make the neighborhood of each connected component of G 1 v,,v, a complete 

subgraph, will be discussed in a later section. 

3. A simple case 

We assume in this section that the vertex set V of G =( V, E) is the disjoint union of 

two complete subsets v’ and w’ with additional edges between V’ and W’. This 

appears as an essential subprocedure of the general case. 

For UE w’, let N’(v) = N(v)n I” be the set of neighbors of the vertex v’ which are 

in V’. 
For the development of an MEO-algorithm for the simple case, the following 

structural result is useful. 

Lemma 3. G is chordal ifffor vl, QE w’, N’(v,) and N’(Q) are comparable with respect 
to inclusion (cf. [27]). 

Proof. “d”. Suppose w1~N’(v1)\N’(v2) and wZ~N’(v2)\N’(v1). Then v1v2w2w1 

forms a chordless cycle of length four. 

“x=“. We assume that G is not chordal. Then a chordless cycle must be of the form 

~1~2WlW2 such that vr, v2c w’ and wl, WOE v’. Longer chordless cycles are not 

possible. But then N’(v,) and N’(v2) are not comparable by inclusion. This is 

a contradiction. 0 

For the case that G is not chordal, we compute an ME0 < with V’ as an endseg- 

ment. Since V’ is complete, we can V’ order in any way. It remains the problem how to 

order w’. We compute an enumeration (Ui)i of w’, whose corresponding ordering is 

the restriction of a minimal elimination ordering to w’. The chordal extension E’ 

defined by (ni)i is 

E’=Eu{uiv:v~V and there is an jdi,ujvEE}. 

Define N”(Ui)= {VE v’: UivEE’) = uj<i N’(uj) and G’:=( V, E’). N”(u’) is also called 

the extended neighborhood of Ui. 

Clearly, by Lemma 3, G’ is a chordal extension of G. Our aim is to compute 

a minimal chordal extension G’, that means we would like to compute an enumeration 

(Ui)i such that the following minimality condition which we call Property M (minimal- 

ity property) is satisfied. 

If UivEE’\E then there is a uj with j<i and a w~v’ such that ujv~E, Uiw~E, and 

Ujw$E’. 
It is easily seen that the deletion of the edge uiv induces a 4-cycle uiwvuj. 

We also can describe the minimality property in terms of neighborhoods. 
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If uEN”(ai) but u$N’(ui), then there is a Uj, j< i, and a won such that URN’ 
and wEN’(Ui)\N”(Uj). 

We shall show that an enumeration (u~)~ satisfying the Property it4 ever exists. The 
following result proves the existence of such an enumeration and gives also a hint how 
to compute it. 

Lemma 4. IJ for each i, N’(ui)\Uj<iN’(uj) is inclusion minimal in 

i \ 
N’(uk) U N’(uj)) k>i 

j<i 

then (Ut)t satisfies the Property M. 

Proof. Consider any u~N”(u~)\N’(u,). Then 1# 1. Let i be the minimum such that 

UEN’(Ui). 
Since N’(Ui)\ uj<i N’(Uj) is minimal for 

(N’(uk)\ gi N’(uj)} 

with respect to inclusion, and N’(ui+ I)\ Uj<iN’(uj) # N’(Q)\ Uj<iN’(uj) (they differ 
by u), there is a wEN’(Ul)\N”(Ui) which is not in N”(ui+i). 0 

To compute a sequence (ui)i satisfying the assumption of Lemma 3 is clearly 
equivalent to the following computation problem on set systems. 

Given a set system (family of sets) 5 c P(V), compute an enumeration Ai of 5 which 
satisfies the following Property I (inclusion property): 

1: Ai+l 
\ 

U Aj is inclusion minimal in A 
j<i 

{ \ ,,i:k>i}. 

Theorem 11. Under the assumption that 5 is presented as the bipartite graph consisting 
of Vu 5 as the vertex set and the membership relation as the edge set with n vertices and 
m edges, an enumeration satisfying the Property I can be computed in CREW-time 
O(log’ n) by O(n + m) processors. 

Proof. We shall state a recursive divide-and-conquer algorithm computing an enu- 
meration satisfying Property I: 

Here we divide the sets in 5 into small and large sets, that means sets Ai with a size 
smaller than 3 of the size of the ground set V and sets Ai with a size at least 4 of the size 
of the ground set. Our aim is to divide the problem to smaller ground sets v’ and I”‘. 
V’ is the union of some small sets in 5. If the small ground sets cover at least 4 of the 
whole ground set V then we can take v’ as the union of some small sets such that the 
size of v’ is between 4 and 3 of the size of V. The V” is taken to be the complement of 
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I”. Clearly the size of V” also lies between : and 5 of the size of V. We divide the sets in 
4 in the following way: 

If AiE4 is a subset of I” then it belongs to the part of I”. Otherwise A::=A,\V’ is 

taken to the part of I/“. 

We continue recursively the procedure to I” and all Ai c v’ and to V” and all 

A{ such that Ai # I”. We concatenate the sequence of all Ai belonging to V’ and 

afterwards the sequence of Ai belonging to I”‘. 

In the case that the small sets Ai cover less than $ of V, we also take v’ as the union 

of all small sets in 4. But we cannot define V” as in the case before. To make V” not 

too large, we choose a large Ai, say A’ such that Ai\1/’ is minimal. Let I”’ be the 

complement of A’u v’. 

We recursively apply the procedure to v’ and all subsets Ai of v’ and to V” and all 

Ai := A,\A’\$ v’ = Ai n V”. Here we first concatenate the sequence of Ai belonging to 

I”. Afterwards we take the one A, = A’, and then we take the sequence of Ai belonging 

to I”’ (that means Ai is not A’ and is not a subset of v’). 

Formally we proceed as in Algorithm 2. 

The correctness of Algorithm 2 can be shown as follows: 

Let J1 be the set of i such that Ai c I”, J2 be the set of i such that Ai\ V’ = I”‘\ I”, 

and J3 be the set of remaining iEl (as defined in the procedure Property I). 

Let ( il, . , ik) be an enumeration of Jr satisfying the property I and (jr, . . . , j,. ) be 

an enumeration of J3 such that (Bj,)i= lk’ satisfies the property 1. 

Since all Ai with i$J1 are no subsets of V’, Ai,\ us:: Ai, is an inclusion minimal set 

Of all Aj\(J;=1 Ai, with jEl\{i,, . . . ,il_l}. For ieJ,, the minimality conditions are 

preserved by construction and the fact that I” = UieJ, Ai. 

Let P3=(j1 . ..jk.) defined as above. Then Bj,\lJl<iBjL= 

Aj~\(U~~iAj~uUj~J,“J,Aj). 

This completes the correctness proof. 

The computation of all # Ai needs O(log n) CREW-time and O(n + m) processors. 

The same is true for the computation of I, and I*. Therefore the preface of 1) can be 

executed in O(log n) CREW-time by O(n+m) processors. 

The selection of Z; as in (l(a)) can be done as follows: 

Sort 1; with respect to # Ai in decreasing order 1; := (il . . . i,}: 

Compute, for each v, the least j, say j(v) such that v~Aij and let 

Sj:’ # {v: j(v)=j}, sj:=#bi\ juiAiJ))- 

Compute by bisection a k such that Cj~kSjE[S # V,$ # V] (this exists, since for 

each j,Sj<s# V). 

It is easily seen that each step needs at most O(log n) CREW-time and O(n + m) 

processors. Therefore (l(a)) can be executed in O(log n) CREW-time by O(n+m) 

processors. 
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PROCEDURE Property I ({At 1 ill}, V, P) 

Input parameter: A family {Ai: iEZ) of subsets of V 

Output parameter: Sequence P := (iI, . . . , iI) which enumerates I 

BEGIN 

(1) Let Z,:=(iJ # A(<$# V}, Z2:={il #Aiai# V>; 

(a) If # Uis,, AiBi# V, then select 1; c I1 such that 

(2) 

(3) 

END 

4# V~ # U AibS# V; v’:= U Ai; V”:=V\v’. 
isli icli 

(b) If # Uioll AiE[$ # V,f # V] then 

v’:= U Ai, V’ := v\ v’. 
isI1 

(c) If # Uicll Ai<f# V then 

v’:= u A,. 
iell 

Let A be an i2EZZ such that # Ai\ V’ is inimal; let V” := v\ V’\A. 

Let 

Jl:={i:Aic V’}, 

J2 :={i~l\J,:Aiu IJiol, Ai= V\V”}, 

53 :=Z\(J, uJz); 

(Bi: iEJ,} := { Ai: iEJ1}, 

{ Bi: iEJ3} := (Ai\ V”: iEJ3}; 

Property Z ((Bi: iEJ, >, v’, PI) (if Jl> 1) 

Property Z ({ Bi: iEJ,}, w’, Pi”) (if 53 > 1) 

Let P2 be any injective sequence enumerating J2. 

P:=P, -Ppz- P, is the concatenation of PI,P2 and P3; 

Algorithm 2. 

Since Uie,, Ai can be computed in constant CRCW-time by O(n + m) processors, 

(l(b)) and the first part of (1 (c)) can be computed in constant CRCW-time by O(n + m) 

processors. # Ai,\ V’ can be computed in O(log n) CREW-time and by O(n +m) 

processors. Therefore (1 (c)) can be executed in O(log n) CREW-time and O(n + m) 

processors. 

Since V’ is a fixed set, it can be checked for all i simultaneously in constant 

CRCW-time with O(n +m) processors, whether Ai c V’. By the same arguments as in 

the computation of V’,Jz,J3,{Bi: iEJ1), (Bi: iEJ3} can be computed in constant 

CRCW-time and O(n + m) processors. 
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Therefore part(l) and part(2) of the procedure Property I have a processor bound 

of O(n+m) and a time bound of O(logn) on a CREW-PRAM. 

Since v’ and V” are constructed such that # v’ <$ # V and V’\ V” <# # V the 

recursion depth as in (3) is O(log n). Therefore the whole procedure needs O(log’ n) 

CREW-time and O(n + m) processors. Note that J, and J3 are disjoint, therefore the 

processor number needed for the procedure Property I is the sum of the processor 

numbers O(n, + m,) and O(n, +mz) needed for 

Property I ({ Bi: iEJ1}, v’, Pi), 

Property I ({ Bi: ie.J, >, V\ V’, P3), respectively. 

But nl+nz<n and ml+mz<m, since J,nJ,=O and V’n(V\V”)=@. 0 

The procedure SIMPLE CASE is nothing else than the computation of an enumera- 

tion (ui)f= 1 of IV’ such that (N’(Ui)):, 1 satisfies property I. 

4. The general case 

In Section 2 we computed a good endsegment V’, c V of an MEO. For each 

connected component vi of Glv,,v,, we made N( Vi)n V0 a complete subgraph. We 

defined E, as the set of edges in V,, which are in E or arise as edges after N( I’i)n V0 

has been made a complete subgraph. We defined G,, = ( V,, E,) and Gi = ( I’:, E 1 V,), for 

i=l,...,k. 

Now ME0 is applied recursively to all Gi with i = i, . . . , k. We get orderings < 0 and 

<; ,..., <; of V’, and V,, . . . . Vk respectively. We denote the chordal extensions of Gi 

with respect to co and <i, i= 1, . . . . k by co, . . . ,&. 

The goal is to find perfect elimination orderings < 1, . . . , <k, such that the concat- 

enation < of <i,..., ck and at last < 0 is an MEO. 

It is sufficient to find perfect elimination orderings < i such that any extension of <i 

to an ordering < 1 on F u (N( vi) n V,), with N( vi) n V, as an endsegment, is an ME0 

of the graph (Viu(N( L’i)n Vo), El( Viu(N( Vi)n Vo))u{xylx,yEN( VJn Vo}). Then 

since V0 is a good endsegment, < is an ME0 of G. 

Lemma 5. The chordal extension F, of < consists of the edges in co,. . , G, and of 
additional edges between Gi and Go. 

That means, all fill-in edges inside 6 are just edges of Gi and there are no fill-in 

edges joining any xc Vi and ye Vj with i, j> 1 and i #j. 

Proof of Lemma. Suppose x < y and xy~F < . Then xyeE or there is a path P in 

G from x to y, such that all internal vertices are smaller than x. 

Suppose XE V,. Suppose x’ and y’ are vertices of P such that all vertices between x’ 

and y’ are not in V,, but x’, y’tz VO. Then x’y’~E~, because x’ and y’ are adjacent to the 
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Fig. 1. 

same connected component. Therefore we can replace P by a path PO in G,, such that 
all internal vertices are smaller than x. Since co= < 1 V. is a perfect elimination 
ordering of CO, xy is an edge of cc,. 

Suppose x4 V, and ye V,. Then we are done. 
Suppose XE K and YE vj. Then i=j, because, for all UC x and therefore for all 

internal vertices u of P, V$ V, and every path in G joining vertices in different q must 
pass VO. By the same argument, also all internal vertices of P are in vi. Therefore for 
all internal vertices u of P, u < ix. Since < i is a perfect elimination ordering on C?i, xy is 
an edge in C?i. 0 

As shown by the following counterexample in Fig. 1, we cannot take each perfect 
elimination ordering on C?i+ Edges of the original graph are denoted by continuous 
lines. Fill-in edges are assigned by broken lines. 

To get a better feeling on the structure of perfect elimination orderings and the 
possibility to find the right perfect elimination ordering of ci, we introduce the notion 
of a cut. For vertices v, w of a graph G a u-w-cut is an inclusion minimal u and 
w separating set of vertices. A cut of G is a u-w-cut of some two vertices u and w of G. 

For chordal graphs we know the following about cuts [13]: 

Theorem 12. Each cut c of a chordal graph G = ( V, E) is complete. Moreover, it is the 
intersection of two maximal cliques (and therefore the intersection of the neighborhood of 
two nonadjacent vertices in different connected components of GI,,,). 

We also introduce the notion of a saturated connected component of Gl( V\c) of 
a cut c of G: A connected component D of GJ( v\c) is a saturated connected 
component of the cut c iff each XEC is adjacent to some yeD. 

Corollary 1. Each cut has at least two saturated connected components. 

Proof. Suppose c is an x-y-cut. Let D1 be the connected component of GJ( V\c) to 
which x belongs and D2 be the connected component of GI( V\c) to which y belongs. 
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Then D1 and D2 are both saturated connected components of c: If ZEC is not adjacent 

to a vertex of D2 or not adjacent to a vertex of D2 then c\{z} still separates x and y. 

That is a contradiction to the minimality condition. 0 

Lemma 6. Each cut of a chordal graph G =( V, E) with a perfect elimination ordering 
< is of the form 

c,={y: x<yAxy~Ej. 

Proof. We use the fact that each cut c is the intersection of the neighborhoods of two 

nonadjacent vertices x and y of G. Consider the subgraph of G induced by c v {x, y >. 

Then one of the vertices x and y is the smallest in c u {x, y} with respect to the perfect 

elimination ordering <, since only x and y have a simplicial neighborhood in 

cu (x, y}. We may assume that x is the smallest element. We also may assume that 

x and y are in different connected components of Cl,;,. Therefore for at least one of 

these connected components D and all ZE D adjacent to all vertices of c, z < w, for all 

WEC. From this connected component we choose a largest z adjacent to all vertices of 

c. But then the complete set { y: zy~ E A z < y } is exactly c. 0 

Corollary. The number of cuts of a chordal graph is bounded by the number n of its 

vertices. 

Theorem 13 (Klein [24]). The cuts of any chordal graph G can be computed by 
a CRC W in O(log2 n) time by O(n + m) processors. Moreover, if a perfect elimination 
ordering of G is known then we get a CREW-time bound of O(logn). 

We return to the computation of < i. 

We compute the set Cuti of all cuts of the chordal extension pi of Gi. This can be 

done immediately, for each vi, by 0( # vi+ # E”i) processors and O(log n) time by 

a CREW-PRAM [25]. Therefore the overall complexity of computing all cuts of any 

G”i consists of a CREW-time bound of O(log n) and a processor bound of O(n’). This 

bound remains true also in each recursion step of the MEO-algorithm. 

We begin with an overview of the procedure Minchord that computes, for each i, 
the right perfect elimination ordering of G”i. Note that for any perfect elimination 

ordering <i of G”i and any cut c of Gi, for all but one connected components D of 

GlilV,tc, all vertices in D are smaller than all vertices in c. By some criteria, we find out 

that connected component D that does not satisfy above requirement with respect to 

the still unknown perfect elimination ordering that satisfies the minimal elimination 

ordering requirements. We shall call this connected component the dominator of 

c and all other connected components of Gi 1 v,‘,c are called nondominating. We replace 

any edge xy such that x appears in a nondominating connected component of some 

cut that contains y by a directed edge x ~iy. This partial orientation can be seen as 

a first approximation of the required perfect elimination ordering <i of Gi. The next 
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Fig. 2. 

step is to compute a pre-fill-in, i.e. for XE V, and ye Vi, xy is a pre-fill-in edge iff there is 

a y’ such that xy’~E and (y’, y) is in the transitive closure -T of +i. We shall find out 

that those edges that remain undirected define an equivalence relation on the vertices, 

i.e. they form a disjoint union of cliques. For each such clique, we apply the SIMPLE 

CASE procedure. 

To get an algorithm with a processor bound of O(n3) and a time bound of O(log3 n) 

is quite straightforward. The difficulty is to get a processor bound of O(nm) in each 

recursion step of the ME0 procedure. 

4.1. How tojind out the dominator of a cut 

For each CECUti and each saturated connected component D of G”i( K\c, we 

compute the number num(D):= # (N,(D)n VO), the cardinality of the neighborhood 

of D in V, with respect to the original graph G. 

The dominator of C~Cuti is the only saturated connected component of 

cl(K\c) such that num(D) is maximal. If there is more than one such saturated 

component then it is the unique connected component D such that num(D) and # D 
are maximal, if such a unique connected component exists. Otherwise c has no 

dominator. 

A saturated connected component D is a nondominating connected component of 

c iff D is not the dominator of c. We denote the set of nondominating connected 

components of any cut c of (?i by NDi. 
We give an example: Fig. 2 shows a graph G with the complete set VO as a good 

endsegment. Moreover, here G is constructed in such a way that Glv,,5v, is connected 

and chordal. In this example K = V\ VO, Gi = ci, and Go = Gl V,. 
The cuts Of Gi=GIY\Vo are cl, . . . . c3 as shown in Fig. 3. 

The dominating connected component of cl is D := {vz, v3, w3), it has the greatest 

number of neighbors in V,. 
The dominating connected component of c3 is {uz, w2, a,}, for the same reasons. 
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Fig. 3. 

The connected components of C?il K\c both have the same maximal number of 

neighbors in V,. 

Since { ur, u3, w1 } has the greatest own cardinality, it is the dominating connected 

component belonging to c2. 

4.2. The orientation of edges and the clique structure of non-oriented edges 

To determine <i, we introduce the following relation -*i. 

If xy is in I$ (the edge set of G”i), y is in c~Cuti, and x is in a nondominating saturated 

connected component of GiI( C<\c) then we set x+iy. 

The following result justifies that the transitive closure -T of ‘i can be interpreted as 

a first approximation of a minimal elimination ordering. 

Theorem 14. (i) +i is cycle free. 

(ii) Zfx+iy and x-+~z then yz~~i. 

(iii) Ifx+iy, y+iZ and Xz~Ei, then x+iz. 

(iv) Let s i be the following relation: x FZ iy z~xy~~i and not x +iy or y jix. Then = i 

is an equivalence relation. 

Proof. Let x-+iy and x+iz. Let cl and c2 be cuts such that y~cr, ZEC~ and such that 

x is in a nondominating saturated connected component of cr and in a nondominating 

saturated connected component of c2. 

Claim 2. At least one of the vertices y, z is in c1 nc2. 

Proof of the Claim. Assume that y~cr\c~ and ZEC~\C~. Let D1 be a saturated connected 

component of (?I( K\cr) not containing x and D2 be a saturated connected component 

of GI( F\c2) not containing x. Then D1 and D2 are disjoint, and moreover, D1 nc2 =8 

and D2 n c1 = $9. Otherwise y is a neighbor of a vertex of D2 or z is a neighbor of D, , and 

therefore XED~ or XGD~. 
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Note that D2 u {x> is contained in a saturated connected component of c1 and vice 
versa. 

Suppose x -*iy and x +iz. Then we find saturated connected components D1 and D2 
of c1 and c2 respectively which do not contain x with the additional property that 
# (N,(D,)n VO) and # (N,(D,)n V,) are maximal. Therefore 

But also the other direction of the inequation is true by the same argument and thus 
the equality. Moreover, one finds such D1, D2 such that # D1 B # D2 u{x} and 
# Dz 2 # D1 u {x}. That means # D1 > # D2 + 1 and # D2 3 D1 + 1. This is a contra- 
diction. This completes the proof of the claim. 0 

Since cuts are complete, (ii) follows from Claim 2. 
Now we consider the case x+iy, y -‘iZ: Let c1 be a cut such that y~c, and x is in 

a nondominating saturated component of ~il( y\cl) and let c2 be a cut such that ZEC~ 
and y is in a nondominating saturated component of 6i I( I$\c2). 

Claim 3. Each path from x to some vertex of c2 must pass a vertex of cl. 

Proof of the Claim. We assume that the Claim is not true. Let D, be a saturated 
connected component of Gi[( K\cl not containing x and D2 be a saturated connected 
component of ~il( 15\c2) not containing y. Since we assume that there is a path from 
x to c2 not passing cl, all vertices of c2\c1 and x are in the same (saturated) connected 
component of Glil(K\ci). Moreover, also D2 is in this saturated connected component. 
Since y~c,\c,. D1 and y are in one saturated connected component of Gil( V/c,). 

If we assume again that D, and D2 satisfy the maximality conditions with respect to 
# (N,(Di)n V,) and their own cardinality we get the same contradiction as in 
Claim 2. This completes the proof of the claim. 0 

By Claim 3, zy~c, n c2 if xz~~i. Therefore also x +iZ, (iii) has been proved. 
We are now able to prove (i): Consider any chain x1 +iXt +iX3 ... Xk. Then we find 

cutscz,..., ck such that for all i<k: XiECi, Xi_ l@Xi and all paths from Xi t0 Ci+2 pass ci+l. 
Therefore also xi$ci + 2. Otherwise ci+ 2 is reachable from xi not passing ci+ 1 (by a path 
of length 0). 

By induction one can prove that Xi$Ci+k, for any k > 0: For k = 1,2 this is just shown. 
Assume XiEci+k+r. Then there k a path Xi+k_1Xi+k_2 . . . Xi from Xi+k-1 t0 Ci+k+l IlOt 

passing ci+k. This is a contradiction. 
Therefore it is impossible that x1 =xk. Therefore the cycle freeness of +i has been 

proved. 
To prove (iv) we proceed as follows: If xy, yz EEi but XZ$Ei then there is a cut 

c between x and z. y is in this cut c. x and y must be in different saturated connected 
components Of Gi[(Vi\r)s But only one connected component can be a dominator. 
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Therefore 

x~iy or Z~iy is satisfied. (*) 

If Xy~Ei, yz~Ei and X+iZ, then x~iy or y~iz. (**) 

Let c be a cut such that ZEC and x is in a nondominating saturated connected 

component of c”,l( V,\c). Then in the case that y$c, y is also in the same nondominating 

connected component as x, and therefore y>z. 

If y~c we have x +iy. By (*) and (**), = i is an equivalence relation. This completes 

the proof of the theorem. 0 

Moreover, we get the following extended result. 

Theorem 15. X+iy, z fix implies Z+iy. 

Proof. If x 5 iz, then xze.5’. Since x +iy, zyeE. Otherwise z +iy, by (*). Therefore, by 

Theorem 14, z+iy. 0 

We determine the right <i as follows: 

Let -T be the transitive closure of +i. Then for x~Vi and YEI/,, we set 

xy~ Ej iff there is an x’ + T y such that x’ye E. 

E: is also called the pre-@-in of +i. 

For each =i-equivalence class A, we apply the procedure SIMPLE CASE to the 

subgraph GA, consisting of the complete sets A (of Gi) and N( v)n V, (of Go and of the 

edges of E: which join each a vertex of A and a vertex of N( V)n V,. We denote the 

resulting ordering on A by <A and the resulting chordal extension by EA. E^i is the 

union of all I?* such that A is an equivalence class of E i. 

< i is a 

is a perfect elimination ordering of 

(2 The F, < is 

is proved as follows. 

X iy x <in. If +iy x +iz, by theorem 14, 

x cAy and Y-+~z. Then siy, and therefore y+iz, by 
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xk E D’ Y x1 E D --------t- / ‘\\ / rYIzzl I / 
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V’ V 

Fig. 4. 

4.3. The MEO-property of <i 

Theorem 16. G := ( V, G) is a minimal chordal extension of G = ( V, E”). 

Proof. Since c”I vi= c”i and 61 V, are minimal chordal extensions of Gi and of G,, it 

remains to prove that, in c?, the deletion of any edge between V, and 5 not being in 

E forces a cycle of length four. 

To check the minimality of G” as a chordal extension, we proceed as follows: 

Let ~~EE”\E, y~f$, and VE VO. Then one of the following two statements is true. 

(1) There is an x’ such that x’ and y are in the same =,-equivalence class A, x’ <Ay, 

and x’u~Ei. Since <A is an ME0 of the graph GA consisting of the complete sets 

VonN( I$:.) and A and the edges of E; between A and N( IQn V0, yv~Ei or the deletion 

of y’v causes a chordless cycle of length four. 

(2) yv~ Ej\E. Then there is an x” -tT y, such that X”VE E. Therefore we find an x’ +iy, 

such that x’u~E:. 
It remains to consider the second case. 

Then there is a cut c such that y~c and x’ is in a saturated component of Ci/( K\c). 

But then there is also a saturated component D’ of c not containing x’ and 

#(N(D)n V,)< # (N(D’)n VO)). Therefore one finds a vertex v’EN(D’)n V, not being 

in N(D)n V0 or vEN(D’)n V,=N(D)n VO. 
In the coming paragraphs v is any vertex of N(D’)n V, and v’ is any vertex in 

N(D’)n V,\N(D) ifN(D’)n V,\N(D)#Q) and v’=v ifN(D’)n Vo=N(D)n V,. 
LetZED’andx”v’EE.Letf=x,x,... xkxk + I = y be a shortest path in C?i joining 2 and 

y such that all Xi are in D’. Such a path exists since D’ is a saturated connected 

component. 

First we consider the case that D’ is not the dominator of c. Then xk ~iy. 

Moreover, xk- 1 -bixk, . . . ,x0-+x1 and therefore 2 -‘Fxk-‘iy: 

This can be proved by backward induction. Since Xj_ 1 Xj~~i, Xj_ 1 E ixj or Xj -‘iXj- 1 

or Xj- 1 -*iXj. We know that Xj~Xj+ 1 and that Xj- i xj+ i $Ei (we chose a shortest path). 

Then, by Theorem 15, xjzxj_ 1 is excluded, and, by Theorem 14, Xj ~iXj_ 1 is excluded. 

For the case that v’EN(D’)\N(D) we get a cycle (yv’vx’y) after deletion of the edge yv 

(see Fig. 4, continuous lines are edges, dashed lines fill-in edges. The cycle without an 

arrow shows a cycle of length four.) 
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1’ 

Fig. 5. 

xk Y X’ 

Fig. 6. 

For the case that u’=u we get a cycle (Xkyx’uXk) (see Fig. 5, dashed lines between 

points denote edges of the original graph. The nondashed cycle arises from deleting the 

edge zu. The dashed cycle arises from the deletion of yu’.) 

Now we consider the case that D’ is the dominator. Again we consider the shortest 

path %:=X1 . . . Xky. 

If y-ix, then also XkuEE;, and we get the cycle XkyX’rXk after the deletion of yv 

(see Fig. 6). 

If not y ~iXk then Xk+y or Xk = iy. In the first case we can proceed as in the case that 

D’ is not the dominator. 

Also in the second case, Xk _ 1 -‘ixk, because Xk _ i ye&, z ,-equivalence Classes form 

complete sets, and Xk+Xk- I cannot be the case, by Theorem 15. Therefore Xj+iXj+ 1, 

for all jtk, by the same argument as in the case that D’ is not the dominator. 

Therefore x~u’EE;, since x+TXk. If u’=u then again, after deletion of yu, a cycle of 

length four arises (see Fig. 7). 

If o#v’, we can use the fact that Xk -& and X,UEJ!? or yu’~E” (see Fig. 8). 

In both cases the deletion of the edge yu causes a chordless cycle of length four. 

Therefore the theorem is proved. q 

4.4. Structural properties of nondominating components 

We continue with a lemma which is useful for an efficient parallel algorithm that 

computes < i. 
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xk E D’ x’ E 

Fig. 7. 

Fig. 8. 

Lemma 8. For each vertex XE J$ the set C&:= {D: D is a nondominating connected 
component of some cut of pi and XED} is totally ordered by inclusion. 

Proof. Let D1 and D, be nondominating connected components for cuts c1 and c2 

respectively. Let XED~ n D2. Then each path from x to c1 must pass c2 or vice versa, 

otherwise, as in the proof of Claim 2 of Theorem 14, one of the components D1 or D, is 

dominating. But then clearly D1 G D2 if each path from x to c2 passes c1 or vice 

versa. 0 

Corollary 2. For all nondominating connected components D1 and D2, D, and D2 are 
comparable by inclusion or are disjoint. 

Lemma 9. Let D, be the unique smallest DE&_. Then 
(1) X+iy iffxyEE”i and y$D,. 
(2) D,={y: ~x’E~x, Y-:X’ or YE~X}. 

Proof. The first part can be seen as follows: x-+iy is equivalent to the statement that 

there is a nondominating saturated connected component D of some cut c such that 

XED and y~c. On the other hand, c is exactly the set of neighbors of D outside D. 
Therefore, for Xy~~i, x-y iff there is a saturated connected component of any cut such 

that XED and y$D. Therefore for Xy~~i, x-+y iff XED, and y$D,, because D, is the 

inclusion minimal saturated connected component of some cut which contains x. 

The second statement can be seen as follows: D, is a saturated connected component 

of some cut c. Suppose y-:x. Then no y’ on the +i-chain from y to x can be in 
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Fig. 9. 

c (otherwise the +,-symbol would be turned). Therefore all elements of the +i-chain 

from y to x is in D,. Suppose y = ix. Then y.$c and therefore YED,. 
Suppose vice versa that ye D,. Then there is a path from y to x, say y = y,, . , y, = x 

such that all yj on this path are not in c. By Theorem 14, we may abbreviate this path in 

such a way that yj~iYj_1 and yj+iyj+i cannot be the case simultaneously. Moreover, 

by Theorem 15, we can abbreviate this path in such a way, that the following situation 

cannot happen: yjciyj+(-)i -tiyj+(_,z. Moreover, the following situation is excluded: 

x=Yl+Yl-l> otherwise y, _ 1 EC. 

Therefore the following possibility remains: The sequence y = y,, . . . , y, =x has an initial 

segment of +i (which may be empty) and an endsegment of -i. 0 

Corollary 3. Let D, be dejned as in the previous lemma. Then for Xy~E”i, 
(1) X+iy if #D,< #D, and 
(2) X -iy iffD,=D, ifs #D,= # D,. 

We go back to our example. We get D,, :=(ul}, Dv2:={u2} and D,, :={u3}, and the 

following direction +i as in Fig. 9. 

The pre-fill-in E: consists of the following additional edges: 

~3~2, w3u1, ~3~3, ~2~2, ~2~3, ~2~4, w1u4, and wlul (see Fig. 10). Note that 

wi =iw2 =iw3. 

Note that wl,w2, and w3 are not in any proper nondominating and therefore 

Dw,=Dw2=Dwj= vi. 
If we apply the SIMPLE CASE procedure to IV= (wi, w2, wj} and V0 as complete 

sets and edges of E; between Wand I’, then (wi, w2, w3) is a suitable enumeration, and 

we get a fill-in as in Fig. 11. 

For complexity considerations, the following result is useful. 

Lemma 10. The number of saturated connected components of all cuts is bounded by 

O( # vi). 
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Fig. 10. 

Fig. 11 

Proof. Suppose D is a nondominating connected component. Then D is of the form D,. 
Therefore the number of nondominating components is bounded by the number of 

vertices in vi. The number of dominating connected components is bounded by the 

number of cuts and therefore bounded by the number of vertices. q 

Corollary 4. Assume the set NDi of nondominating saturated connected components of all 
cuts is known. Then D, and -ii, can be computed in O(logn) CREW-time using O(n’) 
processors. 

Proof. D, is computed by the computation of the # D with XED of minimal cardinality. 

= i is computed by comparing # D, and # D,. 0 

Remark. We could compute +i with the same amount of complexity. But we never will 

use -si explicitly in the algorithm. 
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We still have to compute the pre-fill-in E:, for each EL-equivalence class A, the 

ordering < A) and from both these results, the overall ME0 < and its chordal extension. 

If we would go straightforward, we had to compute -T. To compute --+T, we would 

need O(n3) processors. 

To compute E: efficiently, we use the following simple fact: 

Lemma 11. For XGK and IJ~V,, xveE{ ifs xv~E or there is a y+ix such that 
UGN(D,)~ V,. (Remember that D, is the smallest nondominating component which con- 
tains y). 

Proof. Suppose xv+ E. Then XVE EI is equivalent to the statement that there is a y’ such 

that y’=yo+iyl +i ‘.. +iyl +ix and y’u~E. Then by Lemma 9, Y’ED,, and UEN(D,,). 
Vice versa let UE N(D,), for some y +;x. Then, by Lemma 9, there is a y” such that y= iy” 

and y”u~E or a y’ such that y’u~E and y”+ly’. By Theorem 15, y”+rx and 

therefore xugE:. 0 

For purposes of efficiency, we consider, for each XE vi, only those y +iX such that D, 

is maximal by inclusion. Moreover, we are not interested in y itself, but in D,. 

Set y-:x iff DY-+{x iffy is a y-+ix such that D, is maximal by inclusion. 

Since the set NDi of nondominating connected components is of the property that 

each pair is disjoint or comparable with respect to inclusion, for each D,,gNDi, there is 

at most one inclusion minimal D;ENDi such that D, 5 0;. If no such Dly exists then we 

set D;= Vi. 
We can compute these 0; by computing, for D = D,, the second smallest D>E NDi 

which contains x. 

Lemma 12. For each D,ENDi, let 0; the unique inclusion minimal set in ND,u { vi} 
such that D, 5 0;. Then DY+jx iffxED;\D, and yx~l?~. 

Proof. Suppose y/+x, Y’GD,, and Y’+~x. Then there is a y” with D,=D,,* and y’+Ty” 

or y” = y’. By iterative application of Theorem 14, for all vertices z on the +,-chain from 

y’ to y”, ZXEE<, and therefore z-+~x. Therefore Y”-+~x. By Theorem 15, Y-+~x. 

Therefore y-+ix is equivalent to the statement that there is a ~‘ED~ such that Y’-+~x. 
Therefore D, -+:x iffy +ix and there is no D,, such that D, s D,, and y’-+x, iffy -+{x 

and x~D; iff xeDb\D, and yX~E”i. 0 

Corollary 5. For VEV, and XEK, xveEi iff xu~E or there is a D,+ix such that 

UEN(D,)~ V,. 

Corollary 6. Suppose the number of pairs (D,,x) such that D,+ix is bounded by 

mi> # Vi. Suppose ND; and, for each DENDi, N(D)n V, is known. Then the pre-fill-in 
Ei can be computed in O(log n) CREW-time using O(nmi) processors. 
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PROCEDURE MEO(G = ( V, E), < , E < ) 
Input parameter: G 

Output parameter: < , E < 

BEGIN 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 
END. 

If G is complete then < is any ordering on V. 

Apply endsegment (G, V,) 

Compute the connected components Vi, . . . , V, of GI ( V\ V,) 

For i=l,... , k, compute Ni:= {ye Vo: AXE V,~~EE}, 
E,:={xy:x,y~P’~, xy~E or 3i:xyeNi}. 
Apply MEO((V,,E,), <,,J&) and for each i=l,...,k, MEO(GI&, <i,Ei) 

Apply for each i = 1, . . . , k: Minchord(( K,gi), El(NiU V,), Ni, <i,E”i) (to compute 
the right <i and the corresponding chordal extension l?i) 
< is the concatenation of < i and < 0, E < := uf= 1 (Ei)U E. 

Algorithm 3. 

Proof. For all XE vi, we compute D, simultaneously in O(log n) CREW-time using 

0( # Vi’) processors. For each DENDi, we select a representative x=xD such that 

D=D, in O(log( # 6) CREW-time using 0( # vi) processors. D’=D: is the second 

smallest D”END~ which contains xg. That can be computed in O(log # vi) CREW- 

time using 0( # Vf) processors. We set D, +:x iff xeD;\D, and yxEEi. Last can be 

checked in constant CREW-time using 0( # V:) processors. We set E;= {xulxe vi, 
u~V,, such that xwE or there is a DEND, with D+:x and sN(D)). Then Ef can be 

computed in O(log n) CREW-time using nmi processors. 0 

4.5. The MEO-algorithm and its subprocedures 

The whole recursive MEO-procedure is described in Algorithm 3. 

The procedure Minchord, as described in Algorithm 4, computes ci and the 

corresponding chordal extension &. 

To check the complexity of MEO, we still have to fill out the steps of ME0 and 

Minchord which are written in italics. We have to do it in such a way, that a processor 

bound of O(nm) is preserved in all recursion steps. 

We computed a good endsegment V0 and the connected components V1 , . . . , Vk of 

the complement. We let G,=( V,,E,) ,..., Gk=(VkrEk) be GI Vi ,..., GI Vk, and 

Go = ( Vo, E,) arises from G I V. by making each neighborhood of any 6 complete. 

Generally, we define graphs Gi,, , i, =(K, ,..., i,,Ei, ,.._, iq)vwhereGi, ,._., i,-1,0iSthe 
graph corresponding to Go, if we apply ME0 to Gil,,,,,iq_ 1) and, for j#O, 

Gil ,__., i,_l,j is Gil ,___. i,_l I Vi,, _. _, i,_ ,,j, where Vi, ,_ __, i,_, ,j is the jth connected com- 

ponent of Gil,. ., i,- , I(Gi, ,.._, i,-1\vil,..., i,-I,oI 
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PROCEDURE Minchord(G”i=(K,Ei),El(NiuK),N, <i,Eli) 

Input parameter: c”i:=(vi,~i),Ni,EI(NiU~) 

Output parameter: <i,~i 

BEGIN 

(1) 
(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

Compute Cuti := set Of CUtS Of (vi, E”i) 

Compute the saturated connected components: Compute for each cECuti, the set 
9c of connected components of GiI( v\c); 
for each cECuti and each DEAL,, compute the set ND=N(D)nc of neighbors of 
D in c; erase those D from 9c such that # N,< # c. 

Compute for each DE Ucscut LSc, the set N(D)n V,-,={veN: 3w~DvweE); 

set Num(D)= # N(D)n V,; 
set Num’ D := # D. 
DE~~ is dominating iff (Num(D),Num’(D)) is maximal with respect to the 

lexicographic order and D is the unique maximal element of 9,. 

NDi := Uccc”t(i) {DEAL: D is not dominating} 

For all XE vi: D, is the DENDi such that XED and # D is minimal; 

for each DENDi, set XD= {x: D,= D}; xg is a distinguished XEX~; 

for each DEND~, D’ is the second largest D”6ND n { vi}, such that x~ED”. 
Compute the pre-fill-in E:: 
(El) For each DENDi and each YED’\D with XDyeEi, set D-iy; 

(E2) For each XE Vi and each VE V,, set XV~E~ ifsxvEE or there is a DENDi such 
that D-+:x and veN(D)n VO. 

Apply SIMPLE CASE for = i-equivalence classes: 

(Al) for each DEND,, let A,= {x: D,= D} and Avi= K\UDENDi D be the set of 

those vertices, appearing in no DENDi. 

(A2) for each DEND, apply SIMPLE CASE to GD=(ADu(N(K)n V,)), 
E;I(A,u V,)u,?IA,uE”,I(N(K)n V,) with N(qn V,) as an end seg- 

ment, cD as the resulting ordering on AD, and ,!?D as the resulting chordal 

extension. 

Compute < i: 

(Sl) Sort all DEND, with respect to # D to an ordering cNDi; 

(S2) for x, ye VO, let x < iy iff D, <ND, D, or D, = D, and x <&y. 

(S3) E^i= U E DEND~u(V,} D 

END. 

Algorithm 4. 

Obviously we get a subtree representation on all the Gi, ,, _, i,. The parent of 

Gi, ,,._, i,isGi, ,..., i,_l. Obviously, the vertex set of any G,, , , i, is a subset of the vertex 

set of its parent. Obviously, the children of the same parent are disjoint. Therefore we 

get the following lemma. 
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Lemma 13. Gil,, ,, i, and Gil, ._ _, i, have nondisjoint vertex sets @Gil,, , i, is an ancestor 

ofGi,,...,iD or vice versa. 

We introduce some notions which will be useful to compute connected components 

in any Gil,. , i,. 

Definition 3. If i 1, . . . ,iP, 0 is an initial segment of il, . . . ,iq(il, . . . ,ipr 0 and ii, . . ,i, 
may be equal), then Gi,, ,, i,,o is called a zero ancestor of Gi, ,, ,_, i,. 

Gi,,...,iq,j is called a nonzero sibling of Gi, , , i,, ,, , if j # 0. 
We denote by Vil,,,,,i, the set of all vertices of V which appear in a nonzero sibling 

of some zero ancestor Gi, ,, ,, , i,,. of Gi,, __, i,. 

The key for an nm processor bound of the procedure ME0 in all recursion steps is 

the following theorem. 

Theorem 17. XY is an edge in Gi,, , i, ifs there is a path from x to y in GI Vi,*, _, i,. 

Proof. We prove the theorem by induction on p. For p = 1, we are done, by definition 

of Go and Gi, . . . ,Gk. 

Suppose, p> 1. Then we consider the cases i,= 0 and i,#O. 
Suppose, i,= 0. Then xy is an edge in Gi, , , i, iff xy is an edge in Gi, , , i, _ 1 or there 

is a nonzero sibling Gi,, __, i,_ ,,j and vertices X’ and y’ of Gi,, ,, , i,_ ,,j, such that XX’ 

and yy’ are edges in Gi,, , i,_ 1. 

By construction, Gi ,,,,., i,_ l,j consists only of edges in Gi, ,,__, i,_ 1. Note that, by 

construction, Gi, , , i, _ 1, j is connected. Hence there is an edge xy in Gi,, _, , i,_ , , o iff xy 

is an edge in Gi,, _, , i, _ , orthereisanonzerosiblingGi, ,,__, i,_,,jOfGi, ,,,,, ip_l,O,such 

that there is a path from x to y in Gi,, , i, _ 1 I(vi~,...,~p-~,j~{~~~})~ BY theinduction 
hypothesis, each edge in Gi, ,,,,, i,_, can be replaced by a path in G consisting of 

vertices in Vf,, , i, , and vertices of Vi,, , i, _ I, j, j # 0. 
Therefore xy is an edge in Gi, , , i,_ , , o iff there is a path from x to y in 

GIV:,,...,ip-Ir~ =Gl(V:, ,..., i,-IUuj,o vi, ,.__, i,-l,j). 
Now we consider the case that i,#O. Then all edges in Gi,,,,,,iP are edges in 

Gil,...,ip-l. By the induction hypothesis, we are done. 0 

Also the following theorem is useful: 

Theorem 18. For any cut c of the chordal extension F < of an ME0 < of the graph 
G = ( V, E), the (saturated) connected components of G I( V\c) and of ( V, F < ) I ( V\c) 
coincide. 

Proof. Clearly each connected component of (V, F,) ICy,Cl is the disjoint union of 

connected components of Gil V\c. Let Di, D2, . . . , Dk be connected components of 
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GI( V\c) and Di uD2u ... Dk be a connected component of ( V, F < ) I( K\c). Then after 

deletion of all edges between different components Di, Dj the graph remains chordal, 

since no induced (chord free) cycle of the remaining graph can act in different 

connected components Di, Dj since they are separated by the complete set c. Therefore 

for any minimal chordal extension (V, F, ) G, each 

) ) ( V\c) is also 

) V\c) 

Corollary 7. For each Vi, ,,,,, there is edge to vertex yEVi,,.,.,i,,j 

Gi,,...,ip ifs is an qf G from x to a vertex y’ in the connected component to 

which Vi’, i,, j 

of connected components of GI(( ~l,...,i,~ VI,,...,i,)\c) and gC be the set of 

connected components sf Gi,....,ip I( vi ,,,,., i,\c). Then the sets 9 and 

{D’n vi,,,.,,i,#81 D’E~:} coincide. 

(3) Let c be a cut of the minimal chordal extension c”i ,,.,. I i, of Gi ,,..., i,. Let D’ be 

a connected component of G I ( Vi,, , i, u Vi,, , i,) and D = D’ n Vi,, , i, its correspond- 
ing connected component of Gi ,..,., i,l( Vi ,,..., i,\c). Then XEC is a neighbor of a vertex 
VED with respect to Gi,,,,,.,,, $fx is a neighbor of a vertex VED’ with respect to G. 

(4) Let c be a cut ofthe minimal chordal extension G”i,,,,,,ip of Gi,,,,,,i,,. Let D’ be 
a connected component of GI ( vi,, i, u Vi,, _, i,)\C and D = D’n Vi, ,. , i, its coves- 

ponding connected component of Gi,, _, i, I( vi,, , i,\c). Moreover, assume that i,#@. 

Then a vertex xE6 ,..,., i,_,.o is adjacent to some vertex of D with respect to 

Gi,,....i”-1 ifsx is adjacent to some vertex in D’ with respect to G. 

Proof. (1) There is an edge of Gi ,,,.,, xp from x to a vertex YE I$, ,,.,, xP,j iff XYEE or 

there is a path P from x to y of G such that all internal vertices of P are in Vi,, , +. 

Let y’ be the first internal vertex of P. Then y’~ Vi:,, ,,,Xp,j, because y’ and y can be 

joined by a path using only internal vertices from V{,,...,+ and therefore no vertices 

from vi ,,,.., +,o. Then .Y is adjacent to a vertex of Vii,, __, xp,j in G. 

Vice versa, let x be adjacent to y’~ Vi:, ,Xp, j. One possibility is that YE Vi, ,,,,, Xp,j. 

Then we are done. It remains to consider the case that YE Vi,, __, ,xp. Then there is 

a path in G from y’ to some yEViI,,.,,Xp,j) where all internal edges are in Vi,, _, +. 

Then xy is an edge of Gi,, _. , xI,. 
(2) By Theorem 17, there is a path from u to v in Gi,, , i, using only vertices not in 

c iff there is a path from u to c‘ in G I( Vi,, , +, u Vi,, , ,,) using only vertices not in c. 
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PROCEDURE MAKE THE NEIGHBORHOOD COMPLETE 

(Vo, I’,, . . . , K.G-b) 
Input parameter: VO, . . . , V,, G = ( V, E) 

Output parameter: E0 

BEGIN 

(1) For x~Ve,y~Vj, and xy~E, set xVjER. 

(2) For x,y~V, set X~E& iff there is an xV+R such that yVjER. 

END. 

Algorithm 5. 

Therefore the set 9 of connected components of Gi, , , .+ I(vi,,...,x,\c) and the set of 
nonempty intersections of G I (( vi,, , + u Vi,, , .+)\c) with 6,. , + coincide. 

(3) The argument is the same as in (1). Suppose XEC. Then x is adjacent to some 

YED with respect to Gi,,,,.,x, iff xy~E or there is a path P from x to y in G whose 

internal vertices are all in Vi,, _, , xp. The internal vertices are all in D’, because they are 

all not in vi,, , + and therefore not in c and therefore all with y in the same connected 

component of Gl((V, ,,..., +,u Vi, ,..., Xp )\c). Therefore x is adjacent to some vertex 

Y/ED’ in G. 

Vice versa, suppose x is adjacent to some vertex Y’ED’ in G. Then we get a path P’ in 

G from y’ to a vertex yeD such that all internal vertices are not in I$, ,_, ,xp and 

therefore in Vi,, _, , ,... Therefore we get a path P from x to y in G such that all internal 

vertices are in Vi ,,,,,, -Tp. Therefore xy is an edge in Gi, , _. xp. 

(4) can be proved in the same way as (3). 0 

To get an algorithm which makes the neighborhood of vi,, , x,,j in K,, _, , *p, ,, with 

respect to Gil,. , xp complete, we use the following trivial consequence of the last 

corollary. 

Corollary 8. For each vertex VE K, , , xp, ,,, the number of j such that there is a vertex 

YEVil,...,x,,j* is bounded by the number of edges in G which are incident with x. 

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the previous corollary, item (1). 0 

See Algorithm 5. We can compute Go as in Algorithm 6. 

Clearly Algorithm 5 makes N( 4) n V0 complete, for each j= 1, . . . , k. Since each x is 

only in one Vj, R can be computed in constant CRCW-time using 0(n2) processors (in 

each recursion step), and therefore in O(logn) CREW-time using O(n’) processors. 

By the last corollary, the second step can be executed in O(log n) CREW-time using 

O(nm) processors. This bound is valid in all recursion steps. 
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PROCEDURE COMPUTE THE SET 9c OF CONNECTED COMPONENTS OF 

Gi,,...,ip I(K,,...,i,\c) 

Input parameter: Gi,, .,ip, G, c 

Output parameter: 9c 

BEGIN 

(1) 
(4 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

END. 

Compute the set Z of indices of zero-ancestors of Gi, ,,..,i,. 

For each i 1, . . . , i,,O in Z compute the set S(il . . . , i4) of indices of nonzero 

siblings of Gi, ,, ,,,i,, 0. 

Set S=Ui~,...,ig,OEZs(il, . . ..i.). 

Set v:, ,..., ip=ujl ,..., jqsSy:.1,._., jb. 

Compute the connected components 9: of GI(( vi,, ,, i, u Vi, ,_ ,,i,)\c). 

For each D’E~:, set D = D’n P’. tI,....i,. 

If D#@, set DEB, 

Algorithm 6 

We continue with the computation of the connected components of 

Gi,,...,i, I( I$ ,,,,,, i,\c). This is done in Algorithm 6. 

By (2) of the second last corollary, the algorithm computes the set of connected 

components of Gil,. , i, I ( vi,, , i, \c). 
The complexity is checked as follows: 

Step (1) can be done sequentially in logarithmic time, because the recursion depth of 

ME0 is logarithmic and thereore each Gi,,,,,, i, has only logarithmically many 

ancestors, that means p d log n. 

The computation of nonzero siblings of any zero ancestor can be done by as many 

processors as nonzero siblings exist in constant CREW-time. The processor bound 

is n. 
The computation the set of all nonzero siblings in (3) needs O(n) processors and 

O(log n) CREW-time. 

In (4), the set I’;,, _. , i, is computed in O(log n) CREW-time using O(n) processors. 

Note that all Vj,,,, ,,j,. are pairwise disjoint. 

The last step (5) is bounded by O(n + m) processors and a CRCW-time of O(log n) 

c341. 
Since the number of cuts is bounded by n, the overall complexity of computing 9Jc, 

for all cuts c simultaneously, is bounded by nm. 

To compute the set of neighbors of D in c with respect to Gi,, , ip, we compute the 

set of neighbors of the corresponding component D’E~: in c with respect to G. We 

proceed as in Algorithm 7. 

Clearly this algorithm computes, for each cut c and each connected component 

belonging to c, the set of neighbors in c. 
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PROCEDURE COMPUTE FOR ALL c AND ALL D’E~; THE SET N(D)nc OF 

NEIGHBORS IN c. 

Input parameter: C,9LRG 

Output parameter: {N(D’)ncjD’E9~} 

BEGIN 

(1) For each CECUti,,,,,,i, and each xy~E such that XEC and y$c, determine the 

D&9~ such that yeDk,,. 

(2) For cECUti,,...,i, and each edge xycE such that XEC and y#c, x is set into the 

neighborhood of Dk,c. 
END. 

Algorithm 7. 

The first and the second step can be executed in constant CREW-time using O(nm) 

processors, since the number of cuts is bounded by IZ and the number of edges in E 
is m. 

We continue with the computation of the neighbors of D in vi,, _, , i,, o with respect 

to Gi,,...,ip, where D is a saturated connected component of some cut CE Cuti,, _, i,, j. 
Again we compute the neighborhood of D’ with respect to G. 

The algorithm works as Algorithm 7. We only replace c by vi,, , i,, o. 

It remains to fill out step (E’2). The algorithm was mentioned in the proof of 

Corollary 6. To get a processor bound of O(nm) in all recursion steps, we have to show 

that, for any x, the number of D,, D, -*ix is bounded by the number of neighbors of 

x in G. Note that DY1 and DYz are equal or disjoint if D,, +lx and DY2 -+fx. Moreover, 

in the latter case, Dbl and Ok2 are disjoint. A necessary condition that x is in the 

neighborhood of D, in Gi,, , i, and therefore in the neighborhood of 0; in G, i.e. there 

is a ZED~ such that ZXEE. Therefore the number of D, with D,+:x is bounded by the 

number of neighbors of x in G. 

Hereby, all gaps in ME0 and Minchord are filled. Putting all the results together, 

we get the following theorem. 

Theorem 19. An ME0 and a minimal chordal extension can be computed in O(log3 n) 
CREW-time by O(nm) processors. 

5. Applications 

We summarize some applications of our parallel ME0 algorithm. We refer to 

[31,35,25,8,19] for fundamentals. One application is symmetric sparse Gaussian elim- 
ination. The problem is to compute, for any symmetric matrix with nonzero entries on 

the diagonal, a Gaussian elimination scheme such that the set of entries becoming 
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nonzero is minimized with respect to inclusion [29,31]. We call such an elimination 

scheme a sparse Gaussian elimination. To compute a sparse Gaussian elimination, we 

proceed as follows. For any symmetric matrix A =(ai,j)y,j= r, we consider the corres- 

pondinggraphG,=(V,,E,)=(~l,...,n},(ij(ai,j#O}.By[31],theproblemtocom- 

pute a sparse Gaussian elimination for A is equivalent to the problem of the 

computation of an ME0 for GA. Therefore we get immediately the following theorem. 

Theorem 20. There is a CREW-algorithm which computes, for any symmetric n x n- 
matrix with nonzero entries on the diagonal and m nonzero entries, a sparse Gaussian 
elimination scheme in O(log n)3 time using O(nm) processors. 

Another application of ME0 is clique decomposition. The problem of clique de- 

composition is, given a graph G = ( I’, E), to compute the set of cuts of G which induce 

a complete subgraph of G and to compute, with the help of the set of cuts, the inclusion 

maximal components of G which are not decomposable by complete cuts. Sequen- 

tially, this problem can be solved in O(nm) time [35]. He computed the cuts of the 

chordal extension of an ME0 and selected those cuts of the chordal extension which 

are also complete in the original graph. It is not difficult to parallelize this procedure 

in O(log n) CREW-time using O(nm) processors. To get the components of the clique 

decomposition, we consider the clique sets of the chordal extension. We compute the 

clique tree for the chordal extension. It consists of the set of cliques of the chordal 

extension as vertex set and has the property that, for each vertex x of the given graph, 

the set of cliques containing x forms a subtree [2,17]. Note that each edge of the clique 

tree corresponds to the cut of those vertices of the chordal extension which are in both 

incident cliques. A clique tree for the chordal extension can be computed from the 

ME0 in O(logn) CREW-time using O(n2) processors [28]. To compute the compo- 

nents, we unify those cliques of the chordal extension to one component which are not 

separable by an edge of the clique tree corresponding to a cut of the chordal extension 

which is also complete in the given graph. This can be done by tree contraction 

techniques in O(logn) CREW-time using O(n) processors. Therefore the overall 
complexity of clique decomposition is O(nm) processors and 0(log3 m) CREW-time. 

6. Further research 

From the main result of this paper the following questions arise. 

(1) Is there a way to improve our algorithm with respect to the number of 

processors (O(nm)) giving the ME0 an even better sequential time algorithm [32] 

provides an O(nm) time algorithm)? 

(2) Is it possible to modify our algorithm to work in O(log’ n) parallel time and in 

the same number of processors on a CRCW-PRAM (Klein asked this question in 

[24])? The recursive structure of any such ME0 algorithm working in a “shallow” 

0(log2 n) parallel time would be of its own interest! 
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